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Abstract16

Seasonal evolution of both surface signature and subsurface structure of a Mediterranean17

mesoscale anticyclones is assessed using the CROCO high-resolution numerical model18

with realistic background stratification and fluxes. In good agreement with remote-sensing19

and in-situ observations, our numerical simulations capture the seasonal cycle of the anoma-20

lies, induced by the anticyclone, both in the sea surface temperature (SST) and the mixed21

layer depth (MLD). The eddy signature on the SST shifts from warm-core in winter to22

cold-core in summer, while the MLD deepens significantly in the core of the anticyclone23

in late winter. Our sensitivity analysis shows that these dynamical properties can be ac-24

curately reproduced only if the resolution is high enough (∼ 1km for the horizontal with25

100 vertical levels in a Mediterranean stratification) and if the atmospheric forcing con-26

tains high-frequency. In this configuration the deformation radius is explicitly resolved27

and the vertical mixing parametrized by the k−ε closure scheme is three times higher28

inside the eddy than outside the eddy. This differential mixing is explained by near-inertial29

waves, triggered by the high-frequency atmospheric forcing.Near-inertial waves propa-30

gate more energy inside the eddy because of the lower effective Coriolis parameter in the31

anticyclonic core. In addition to these high spatial and temporal resolution, SST retroac-32

tion on air-sea fluxes appears to be necessary to obtain marked eddy mixed layer depth33

anomaly.34

Plain Language Summary35

Mesoscale eddies are turbulent structures present in every regions of the world ocean,36

and accounting for a significant part of its kinetic energy budget. These structures can37

be tracked in time and recently revealed a seasonal cycle from in situ data. An anticy-38

clone (clockwise rotating eddy in the northern hemisphere) is observed in the Mediter-39

ranean to be predominantly warm at the surface and to deepen the mixed layer in win-40

ter, but shifts to a cold-core summer signature. This seasonal signal is not yet under-41

stood and studied in ocean models. In this study we assess the realism of an anticyclone42

seasonal evolution in high resolution numerical simulations. Eddy surface temperature43

seasonal shift is retrieved and is linked to an increased mixing at the eddy core sponta-44

neously appearing at high resolution (grid size ∼ 1km) in the presence of high frequency45

atmospheric forcing. This increased mixed is due to the preferred propagation of near-46

inertial waves in the anticyclone due to its negative relative vorticity. Eddy-induced mixed47

layer depth anomalies also appear to be triggered by sea surface temperature retroac-48

tion on air-sea fluxes. These results suggest that present-day operational ocean forecast-49

ing models are too coarse to accurately retrieve mesoscale evolution.50

1 Introduction51

Mesoscale eddies are ubiquitous turbulent structures in the oceans, in thermal wind52

balance with a signature in density. Eddies have been observed for a long time, in par-53

ticular in energetic regions such as the Gulf Stream rings (Richardson, 1980), the Kuroshio54

extension (Itoh & Yasuda, 2010), the Agulhas current retroflexion (Olson & Evans, 1986)55

, but also in the Mediterranean Sea (Mkhinini et al., 2014). Mesoscale anticyclones (re-56

spectively cyclones) are structures of negative (positive) density anomaly, identified with57

a sea surface height (SSH) elevation (depression) (Chelton et al., 2007). Eddies statis-58

tical descriptions really began with the availability of eddy automated detections based59

on gridded altimetry products (Doglioli et al., 2007; Chaigneau et al., 2009; Nencioli et60

al., 2010; Chelton, Schlax, & Samelson, 2011; Mason et al., 2014; Le Vu et al., 2018; Lax-61

enaire et al., 2018). The first quantitative studies were done in a composite approach :62

many daily snapshots detections are colocated with eddy contours and gathered into a63

single annual mean eddy signature (Hausmann & Czaja, 2012; Everett et al., 2012). This64

approach combined with remote-sensing measurements provide an extensive view of ed-65
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dies in various regions of the global ocean, with SST, sea surface salinity (Trott et al.,66

2019), chlorophyll (Chelton, Gaube, et al., 2011) and also meteorological variables (Frenger67

et al., 2013). Composite approach also allowed to reveal a modulation of air-sea fluxes68

at the eddy scale : in the Agulhas retroflexion region, (Villas Bôas et al., 2015) showed69

the total heat flux to the atmosphere to be enhanced over very strong and warm anti-70

cyclones. Similarly for the eddy vertical structure, gathering Argo profiles as a function71

of normalized distance to the eddy center, eddies were found to influence the mixed layer72

depth (MLD) (Sun et al., 2017; Gaube et al., 2019). Anticyclones have deeper MLD in73

their core, cyclones shallower MLD, with larger mixed layer anomalies in winter. Eddies74

were also observed to incorporate a significant seasonal cycle in their radius variations75

(Zhai et al., 2008) and their SST signature (Sun et al., 2019; Y. Liu et al., 2021). An-76

ticyclones (respectively cyclones) usually identified as warm in surface, actually shift to77

cold (warm) signatures in summer in several regions of the world ocean (Sun et al., 2019;78

Moschos et al., 2022). This phenomenon is then referred to as ’inverse’ SST signatures.79

(Moschos et al., 2022) showed that these ’inverse’ signatures actually become predom-80

inant in summer in the Mediterranean Sea, a seasonal shift yet not properly understood.81

The composite approach is nonetheless ill-suited to study eddy temporal variabil-82

ity due to the stacking of numerous observations in time. Recently Lagrangian approaches83

were developed to study eddies enabling to better track their temporal variability (Pessini84

et al., 2018; Laxenaire et al., 2020; Barboni et al., 2021). Using a Lagrangian approach,85

(Moschos et al., 2022) showed that the same individual anticyclones shift from a warm86

winter SST anomaly to a cold one in summer (and conversely for cyclone). With the ad-87

ditional Argo floats trapped in anticyclones, they further noticed that anticyclonic den-88

sity anomaly remain warmer at depth while becoming colder in surface, leading to a smoother89

density gradient. Hence the hypothesis that this seasonal shift could be explained by a90

modulation of the vertical mixing by mesoscale eddies, anticyclones (cyclones) likely en-91

hancing (decreasing) mixing in surface. Recent observations in the Mediterranean Sea92

of inside-anticyclone properties temporal evolution further revealed eddy mixed layer anoma-93

lies to be much larger than the composite approach mean value, reaching sometimes 300m94

(Barboni, Coadou-Chaventon, et al., 2023). MLD anomalies evolution was also shown95

to have evolution much faster than the month, with delayed restratification inside an-96

ticyclones. Mechanisms driving these MLD anomalies are also unexplained, but (Barboni,97

Coadou-Chaventon, et al., 2023) found it to be impacted by interactions with the an-98

ticyclone vertical structure.99

An eddy modulation of vertical mixing was not proven so far but could be due to100

a modulation of near-inertial waves (NIW) propagation. NIW can not propagate at fre-101

quencies lower than the inertial frequency f due to Earth rotation (Garrett & Munk, 1972).102

However in the presence of a balanced flow, anticyclones (cyclones) having negative (pos-103

itive) relative vorticity ζ locally shift this cut-off by an effective inertial frequency fe =104

f + ζ/2 (Kunze, 1985). Sub-inertial waves (ω . f) can then remained trapped in an-105

ticyclones and supra-inertial waves (ω & f) can be expelled from cyclones. Consequently,106

NIW propagate more inside anticyclones, what was experimentally (D’Asaro, 1995) and107

numerically (Danioux et al., 2008, 2015; Asselin & Young, 2020) proven. This NIW trap-108

ping potential partly explains the interest in anticyclones rather than in cyclones, the109

other reason likely being that anticyclones are more stable in time (Arai & Yamagata,110

1994; Graves et al., 2006), in particular for large structures (Perret et al., 2006), then111

more easily detected and trapping more often profilers (thus easing field campaigns). Sev-112

eral recent observations (Mart́ınez-Marrero et al., 2019; Fernández-Castro et al., 2020)113

showed that mixing at depth is enhanced below anticyclones due to this more energetic114

NIW propagation. On the other hand numerical studies assumed extremely simplified115

set-up with constant wind (Danioux et al., 2008) or an idealized wind burst (Asselin &116

Young, 2020). They also looked at NIW propagation in an eddying field at short time117

scales, then without significant evolution of the eddies and stratification. Eddy-NIW in-118

teraction on longer time scales - eddy evolving time scales like months - in a varying strat-119
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ification due to seasonal cycle has never been assessed so far. In particular the effect of120

this differential NIW propagation on eddies remains unknown and a gap remains between121

wave propagation and enhanced surface mixing.122

Some recent studies started to assess eddy temporal evolution in high resolution123

regional models. In the Mediterranean Sea, Escudier et al. (2016) compared eddy size,124

drift and lifetime compared to eddies in altimetric observations. Mason et al. (2019) in-125

vestigated these variables in assimilated operational models and additionally looked at126

MLD anomalies, but both were in a composite approach and did not look at eddy SST127

variations. More recently Stegner et al. (2021) performed an observation system simu-128

lation experiment on a 1/60°simulation of the Mediterranean sea and found great bias129

on size and strength for small eddy detections, but did not look at SST variations. Us-130

ing the same simulation, an interesting method was developed by Ioannou et al. (2021),131

investigating differences in both trajectories, size and stratification of the Ierapetra an-132

ticyclonic eddy, but restricted to this particular case.133

Both eddy SST anomalies seasonal shift and mixed layer depth anomalies remain134

poorly investigated so far in ocean models. If NIW propagation and eddy vertical struc-135

ture are considered, grid resolution - both horizontal and vertical - and atmospheric forc-136

ing are likely key aspects to take into account. Indeed air-sea fluxes and near-inertia-gravity137

waves involve much shorter temporal and spatial scales, not reproduced even in eddy-138

permitting models at present stage. We then aim to assess the realism of an anticyclone139

seasonal signal in both surface and mixed layer using an idealized but high-resolution140

simulation and investigating driving physical processes. The goal is to assess the real-141

ism of the eddy temporal evolution compared to similar observations, in particular the142

retrieval of the surface signature seasonal cycle. In a first part we conduct a sensitivity143

analysis on horizontal grid cell. In a second part we study the sensitivity to atmospheric144

forcing frequency. Last, the effect of SST retroaction on air-sea fluxes is discussed.145

2 Methods146

2.1 Model set-up147

Idealized numerical experiments are performed using the Coastal and Regional Ocean148

Community (CROCO) model. CROCO is based on the Regional Ocean Modeling Sys-149

tem (ROMS) kernel (Shchepetkin & McWilliams, 2005). It uses a time splitting method150

between the fast barotropic mode and the slow baroclinic ones. Advection schemes are151

UP3 for horizontal and Akima-Splines for the vertical. Trying to conciliate realistic and152

idealized approach, we use double periodic conditions in a realistic stratification and on153

long timescale. The atmospheric forcing has realistic temporal variations but is spatially154

homogeneous. The only active tracer used is temperature. As a consequence, a linear155

state equation links density ρ and temperature T , with thermal expansion Tc = 0.28kg.m−3.K−1156

and linear approximation close to T0 = 25°C and ρ0 = 1026kg.m−3 :157

ρ = ρ0 + Tc(T − T0) (1)

Discarding salinity effects is justified by the very weak salinity seasonal cycle in the158

Mediterranean Sea. The heat flux seasonal cycle is roughly ±150W.m−2 (Pettenuzzo et159

al., 2010), whereas salinity fluxes are mostly driven by the evaporation minus precipi-160

tation balance, with a mean of roughly 103mm/y, a seasonal cycle maximal amplitude161

of ∆F = 4 × 102mm/y and river input being negligible (Mariotti, 2010). Consider-162

ing a haline contraction coefficient of Sc = 0.78kg.m−3.PSU−1, a ∆F freshwater in-163

put would have a seasonal equivalent effect on buoyancy Qeq = ρ0cp
Sc

Tc
S0∆F ≈ 5W.m−2,164

indeed almost two orders of magnitude lower than Qtot.165
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Grid166

Simulation domain is double periodic, on the f -plane, with a flat bottom Hbot =167

3000m. Horizontal extent is 200km in both directions, with horizontal resolution rang-168

ing between 4km and 500m, with respectively 25 to 150 vertical levels. Horizontal to ver-169

tical grid size ratio is kept roughly constant about 1000/3 in the upper layers, close to170

the Brunt-Vaisala to inertia frequency ratio. Coriolis parameter is f = 9.0×10−5s−1.171

CROCO uses a σ terrain-following coordinate, the N vertical levels being modulated in172

time between bottom and sea surface height η. Constant depth level z0 are stretched over173

thickness hc with surface coefficient θs :174

z = η + (η +Hbot)z0 (2)

z0 =
hcσ +HbotCs(σ)

hc +Hbot
with Cs(σ) =

1− cosh
(
θs
σ−N
N

)
cosh(θs)− 1

(3)

With N = 100 levels, hc = 400m and θs = 8, vertical grid steps are then close175

to 5m in the upper 200m. 200m being the vertical scale of the thermocline, it ensures176

a maximal resolution in the upper ocean where seasonal variations occur (Houpert et al.,177

2015). This configuration has then a higher vertical resolution than previous similar stud-178

ies (N = 32 hc = 250m and θs = 6.5 for Escudier et al. (2016) ) or operational mod-179

els (Juza et al., 2016).180

Turbulent closure181

Mixing is parametrized through k−ε closure scheme (Rodi, 1987) using the generic182

length scale approach (Umlauf & Burchard, 2003). Turbulent kinetic energy k dissipates183

with rate ε and stability function cv into an effective viscosity ν (respectively cT and κ184

for diffusivity). No additional explicit mixing is added.185

ν =
cvk

2

ε
and κ =

cT k
2

ε
(4)

As implemented in the CROCO model, a minimal k input is parameterized. Given186

that the minimal dissipation rate ε is set to 10−12W.kg−1, the minimal k has to be set187

to 10−9m2.s−2 in order to retrieve a minimal diffusivity of 10−6m2.s−1 with a stability188

function of order unity. This diffusivity value is close to kinematic viscosity and ther-189

mal diffusivity for water (respectively 1×10−6 and 1×10−7m2.s−1). This issue is also190

discussed by Perfect et al. (2020).191
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2.2 Background stratification and initial mesoscale anticyclone192

Figure 1. (a) Map showing the region of high long-lived anticyclones occurrence in the Lev-

antine basin. The atmospheric fields used as input are averaged overt area delimited by the green

frame. Black dots are the cast position of 242 selected in situ profiles identified as outside-eddy.

Bathymetry is ETOPO1 data (Smith & Sandwell, 1997) with 0, 500, 1000 and 1500m isobaths.

(b) Density vertical structure of selected profiles (orange thin lines), mean profile (red thick line)

and fitted profile using Eq.5 (blue dashed).

A realistic background stratification is set from a climatological database gather-193

ing in situ delayed-time and near-real-time data from Copernicus Marine Environment194

Monitoring Service (Barboni, Stegner, et al., 2023). A region of interest is considered195

at the center of the Levantine Basin (25 to 34 °E and 32 to 35 °N, shown in Fig.1a). For196

background stratification we used only profiles in the region of interest, detected as outside-197

eddy using the DYNED eddy atlas dataset (see Barboni, Coadou-Chaventon, et al. (2023)198

for details), from 2012 to 2018 and for each year in September. Considering these cri-199

teria, 242 profiles are averaged into a mean stratification ρb(z) fitted over the first 1000m200

with a linear slope S added to an exponential with vertical ZT in the upper water col-201

umn (Eq.5, see Fig.1b). September is chosen as the end of summer when the thermo-202

cline is marked and stratification gradient the strongest, allowing a better fit with ex-203

ponential slope.204

ρb(z) = ρ1 + (ρs − ρ1)exp

(
− z

ZT

)
+ Sz (5)

Regression fit gave ρ1 = 1029.03kg.m−3, ρs = 1025.3kg.m−3, ZT = 55m, S =205

1.8×10−4kg.m−4. Corresponding baroclinic deformation radius is approximately 11km.206

An initial density anomaly σ in geostrophic equilibrium is added to the background strat-207

ification. σ(r, z) is azimuthally symmetric and has a Gaussian shape in the vertical di-208

rection and pseudo-Gaussian in the radial one, with radius Rm and vertical extent H209

:210

σ(r, z) = σ0
z

H
exp

(
− 1

α

(
r

Rm

)α)
exp

(
−1

2

( z
H

)2)
with σ0 =

ρ0fVmRme
1/α

gH
(6)
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The initial maximal speed radius Rm is 25 km, slightly more than twice the defor-211

mation radius but still smaller than the large long-lived Eastern Mediterranean anticy-212

clones (Barboni, Coadou-Chaventon, et al., 2023), giving a Burger number (Bu = R2
d/R

2
m)213

close to 0.2. Maximal speed is initially set to Vm = 0.4m.s−1 giving a Rossby number214

(Ro = Vm/Rmf) of 0.16, but later decays around 0.1 due to eddy evolution. Ro = 0.1215

is a standard value in the Mediterranean Sea (Ioannou et al., 2019). H is set to 100m216

on the same order as thermocline extent ZT , and shape parameter α = 1.6 ensures baro-217

clinic stability (Carton et al., 1989; Stegner & Dritschel, 2000). Cyclogeostrophic cor-218

rection is added following Penven et al. (2014).219

2.3 Atmospheric heat forcing220

Air-sea fluxes are computed with the Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere Response Ex-221

periment (COARE) 3.0 parametrization (Fairall et al., 2003), with improved accuracy222

for large wind speeds (> 10m.s−1) encountered in high frequency forcing. Short wave223

heat flux QSW is distributed on the vertical following Paulson and Simpson (1977) trans-224

parency model with Jerlov water type I , consistent with very clear Mediterranean wa-225

ters (R = 0.58, ζ1 = 0.35m, ζ2 = 23m):226

I(z) = QSW

(
Rexp

(
− z

ζ1

)
+ (1−R)exp

(
− z

ζ2

))
(7)

Upward long-wave heat flux Q↑LW computes the ocean SST (Ts) thermal loss us-227

ing Stefan-Boltzmann black body law, with emissivity εsb = 98.5% and σsb = 5.6697×228

10−8W.m−2.K−4, convention positive downwards :229

Q↑LW = −εsbσsbT 4
s (8)

Latent heat flux QLat and sensible heat flux QSen also involves a direct SST retroac-230

tion:231

QLat = −ρaLECE |V |(qs − qa) ; QSen = −ρacpCS |V |(Ts − T2m) (9)

With ρa air density, cp air thermal capacity, LE evaporation enthalpy and |V | 10m232

wind speed. qs and qa are specific humidity for ocean and atmosphere at 2m respectively,233

saturated at Ts for qs, related to saturated water pressure Psat fro qa : qa = 0.622h2mPsat(T2m)/PSL234

and qs = 0.98×0.622×Psat(Ts)/PSL. Factor 0.98 accounts for water vapor reduction235

caused by salinity (Sverdrup et al., 1942). Last, wind stress is computed from zonal and236

meridional winds (u and v) :237

τx =
ρa
ρ0
CD|u|u and τy =

ρa
ρ0
CD|v|v (10)

In equations 9-10, CE , CS and CD are corresponding transfer coefficients consid-238

ering the stability of the atmospheric boundary layer based on the Monin-Obukhov sim-239

ilarity theory. They are all on the order of 1× 10−3 (Fairall et al., 2003).240
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Figure 2. Net heat flux and wind speed for the 5 input timeseries, shown separately as di-

urnal cycle gives larger variations. (a) Net heat flux and (b) wind speed for the 1-day (magenta

line), 3-days (green) and 1-week (orange) timeseries over one year. To enhance readability, 3-days

and 1-week net heat flux are lowered by 20 and 40W.m−2 respectively. (c) 1-hour (black) and

1-day (magenta) net heat flux (respectively (d) for wind speed) in a winter week of 2016. (e) and

(f) : same as (c) and (d) in a summer 2017 week.

ERA5 reanalysis input is used for atmospheric forcing. Fields are available with241

a 1 hour temporal resolution and 1/4°horizontal resolution (Hersbach et al., 2020). To242

focus on the temporal variability, forcing timeseries are spatially averaged over the Lev-243

antine basin (Fig.1a). Four forcing inputs with different temporal scales are tested : 1-244

hour, 1-day, 3-days and 1-week. The 1-hour forcing is the original ERA5 timeseries, the245

three later ones are Gaussian smoothing of the 1-hour timeseries with double-window246

size of 1, 3 and 7 days respectively, shown in Fig.2. One year of forcing from 15 Septem-247

ber 2016 to 15 September 2017 runs cyclically for 2 years as forcing input, with root mean248

square wind speed V = 5.5m.s−1. 10m neutral wind from ERA5 is used for wind stress249

in Eq.10. To keep the same wind speed magnitude with varying wind frequency, smoothed250

timeseries for zonal and meridional winds (u and v) have to be rescaled. The correction251

factor λ being & 1.1 for 1-day timeseries, and 1.1 < λ < 2 for 3-days and 1-week :252

–8–
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ũ = λu ; ṽ = λv with λ =

√
u2 + v2√
u2 + v2

(11)

The same year is kept to avoid disturbance with interannual variations, which are253

strong for heat fluxes over the Mediterranean Sea (Mariotti, 2010; Pettenuzzo et al., 2010),254

but no significant variations were observed when selecting another year.255

Forcing without surface temperature retroaction256

A comparison experiment is run without SST retroaction on ocean-atmosphere fluxes.257

In this configuration, the net heat flux Qtot from ERA5 directly forces the upper ocean258

layer, the short wave part QSW being still distributed on the vertical ( Eq.7). Momen-259

tum fluxes are computed from Eq.10 with constant drag coefficient CD = 1.6 × 10−3.260

The net heat flux Qtot timeseries in ERA5 has daily amplitudes around ±150W.m−2 and261

an annual average of −3.0W.m−2, consistent with the net evaporation of the Mediter-262

ranean sea (Mariotti, 2010). The net heat flux is then corrected by linearly decreasing263

the negative values to achieve a zero annual average, avoiding a drift of the mean strat-264

ification.265

2.4 Eddy tracking indicators266

Eddy shape, radius and intensity267

Eddy detections are provided through the Angular Momentum Eddy Detection and268

Tracking Algorithm (AMEDA). AMEDA is a mixed velocity-altimetry approach, its re-269

lies on using primarily streamlines from a velocity field and identifying possible eddy cen-270

ters computed as maxima of local normalized angular momentum (Le Vu et al., 2018).271

It was successfully used in several regions of the world ocean in altimetric data (Aroucha272

et al., 2020; Ayouche et al., 2021; Barboni et al., 2021), high frequency radar data (F. Liu273

et al., 2020) or numerical simulations (de Marez et al., 2021). In each eddy single ob-274

servation (one eddy observed one day), AMEDA gives a center (which position is noted275

Xe hereafter) and two contours. The ’maximal speed’ contour is the enclosed stream-276

line with maximal speed (i.e. in the geostrophic approximation, with maximal SSH gra-277

dient) ; it is assumed to be the limit of the eddy core region where water parcels are trapped.278

The ’end’ contour is the outermost closed SSH contour surrounding the eddy center and279

the maximal speed contour ; it is assumed to be the area of the eddy footprint, larger280

than just its core but still influenced by the eddy shear (Le Vu et al., 2018). The observed281

maximal speed radius Rm is then defined as the radius of the circle having an area equal282

to the maximal speed contour. Eddy detection through interpolated Level 4 SSH prod-283

ucts leads to imperfections. It typically smooths gradients and then reduces observed284

geostrophic velocities (Amores et al., 2018; Stegner et al., 2021). To mimic those imper-285

fections in the numerical simulations, AMEDA detections are performed on the 48h-averaged286

SSH field at model grid resolution.287

Eddy SST signature δT , heat flux δQ, differential mixing ratio ξ and mixed288

layer anomaly289

The anticyclone-induced SST signature δT is defined as the difference of SST be-290

tween the eddy core SSTin and its periphery SSTperi. Adapting Moschos et al. (2022),291

SSTin is the average of the area centered on Xe(t) with radius 2/3Rm(t) ; SSTperi is292

the average on an annular area centered on Xe with radius between 2/3Rm(t) and 2Rm(t).293

Positive (negative) δT then indicates a warm-core (cold-core) signature. Similarly the294

induced signature on ocean-atmosphere fluxes is defined as δQ, with positive δQ for in-295

creased warming at the eddy core. Thermal heat flux feedback (THFF) is then defined296
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as the linear regression of δQ as a function of δT over the second year of simulation (from297

365 to 730 days, see Sect.3.3).298

Differential mixing between the eddy core and outside-eddy are measured through299

the index ξ. Temperature vertical diffusivity κ computed by k−ε mixing closure from300

instantaneous history record is spatially averaged in the eddy core (κAE) and outside-301

eddy (κOut). The eddy core region corresponds here to the area around the eddy cen-302

ter with radius 2/3Rm(t). The outside-eddy region is defined as the area outside any ’end’303

contours detected by the tracking algorithm. Diffusivity spanning several orders of mag-304

nitude, differential mixing ξ is then evaluated as a vertical average of the ratio of these305

two quantities, typically using a depth h = 20m to focus on the upper layers stratified306

in summer :307

ξ =
1

h

∫ surf

−h

κAE

κOut
dz (12)

Summer eddy SST signature magnitude δT is defined as the 30th δT percentile over308

the summer, and its spread as the difference between the 30th and the 10th percentiles309

(see results in Table 1). Similarly ξ is defined as the median of the ξ distribution over310

the summer, and its spread as the difference between the median and the 30th percentile.311

First and second summers are defined as 230 to 340 days and 590 to 700 days respec-312

tively, corresponding to the May to August period when a significant number of warm-313

core anticyclones are observed (Moschos et al., 2022).314

Last, the MLD anomaly ∆MLD are defined for a given winter as the maximal dif-315

ference reached between the MLD outside-eddy and the MLD inside-eddy, following (Barboni,316

Coadou-Chaventon, et al., 2023). In the following numerical experiments running for 2317

years, the first winter is considered as a transient period not retained for analysis. ∆MLD318

is then computed only for the second winter, defined as 450 to 580 days, corresponding319

to the December to April period, when maximal MLD are reached in the Mediterranean320

Sea (Houpert et al., 2015).321

3 Idealized simulations compared to observations322

The temporal evolution of mesoscale eddies in the Levantine basin can be retrieved323

for several anticyclones where Argo floats remained trapped several months, as exten-324

sively studied in Barboni, Coadou-Chaventon, et al. (2023). A marked seasonal signal325

is detected in both SST and vertical structure. An example is shown in Fig.3 with a Ier-326

apetra anticyclone. Ierapetra anticyclones are strong recurrent anticyclonic structures327

formed each year in the lee of Crete island (Ioannou et al., 2020). In the example shown328

below, δT index has a marked oscillation between a winter warm core and summer cold329

core. The weekly smoothed signature can be measured to about δT ≈ +0.7°C in both330

winters 2016-2017 and 2017-2018, and about −0.3°C in summer 2017 ( about −0.2°C331

in summer 2018). The vertical structure could also be measured thanks to large Argo332

deployments (Fig.3h) ; due to errors in the salinity sensors, density in 2018 is estimated333

from temperature applying a linear regression using 2017 data. One can also notice the334

seasonal variations of the anticyclone maximal speed, with two maxima in late winter.335

This is consistent with kinetic energy inverse cascade maximal peak from submesoscale336

to mesoscale in kinetic energy distributions (Zhai et al., 2008; Steinberg et al., 2022), but337

it is still noticeable to have the same phenomenon tracking a single individual structure.338

Here the physical processes driving these observed seasonal variations are studied with339

numerical experiments, investigating sensitivity to horizontal resolutions, forcing frequency340

and SST retroaction on air-sea fluxes. Simulations are summarized in Table 1, the ref-341

erence considered being 1km resolution with 1-hour forcing, 100 vertical levels with SST342

retroaction (run 1K100-1H in Table 1 below).343
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Figure 3. Temporal evolution of the Ierapetra anticyclone formed South-East of Crete in late

summer 2016. Upper panels are high-resolution SST snapshots in (a) January 2017, (b) June

2017, (c) December 2017 and (d) July 2018, the maximal speed contour (see Sect.2.4 is in black

line. (e) δT eddy SST anomaly, cold-core in blue and warm-core in red, with black dashed line

showing the 5 days smoothed evolution. (f) Maximal speed Vm (dashed blue) and radius Rm

(continuous blue) with 10 days smoothing. (g) MLD evolution inside the the anticyclone (dots,

with red ones highlighting the closest to center), with outside-eddy background MLD in continu-

ous black line (spread between dashed lines). (h) Brunt-Vaisala frequency.

3.1 Horizontal resolution sensitivity344

The numerical simulation at 4km resolution and 25 vertical levels (run B in Ta-345

ble 1) reveals a few discrepancies with real observations. A horizontal resolution of 4km346

is close to operational oceanography models in the Mediterranean Sea (Juza et al., 2016).347

At the surface, despite seasonal variations of the eddy SST signatures (Fig.4a-c) and in348

the δT index (Fig.4f), summer ’inverse’ signatures are not retrieved with no cold-core349

anticyclone. A steady erosion of the eddy strength is also noticeable, with a decrease in350

the maximal speed decreasing from 0.35m.s−1 to 0.15m.s−1 in 2 years, while its radius351

remains constant (≈ 25km, Fig. 4e). Note that the initial maximal speed is set to 0.4m.s−1352

(see Sect.2.2) but the smoothing effect of time-averaging leads to a lower detected ini-353

tial value of 0.35m.s−1.354

At depth, the mixed layer anomaly is significant, on the order of 50m (Fig.4g). Some355

bursts of differential mixing are observed in late winter from December to March when356

mixed layer instabilities and restratification processes can occur, with ξ reaching a few357
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times values higher than 2 (Fig. 4h). However no differential mixing is retrieved in sum-358

mer. On the other hand, the anticyclone vertical structure is coarsely reproduced. The359

winter MLD cooling forms a homogeneous layer between 100 and 150m (Fig. 4i). These360

winter waters formed by convection do not reproduce the homogeneous subsurface an-361

ticyclone cores, separated by density jump or sharp temperature gradient such as the362

continuous temperature gradient in Fig.3h around 200m depth (see other examples in363

Fig.4-5 from Barboni, Coadou-Chaventon, et al. (2023)). The inability to reproduce this364

mesoscale subsurface lens is not surprising given the low vertical resolution, the verti-365

cal steps being on the order of 20m at 100m depth.366
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Figure 4. Simulation B from Table1. (a) SST snapshot in the first summer, (b) in the second

winter, (c) in the second summer, with eddies detected by AMEDA in contours. The initial anti-

cyclone is highlighted by a thicker line. (d) Net heat flux (red) and windspeed (blue). (e) Rm(t)

(red) and Vm(t) (blue) from AMEDA. (f) SST anomaly index δT (red), respectively heat flux

anomaly δQ, blue). (g) Mixed layer inside-eddy (green) and outside-eddy (black). (h) Differential

mixing ratio ξ defined in Eq.12 with h = 20m (solid) and h = 50m (dashed line). (i) Inside-eddy

stratification evolution shown with Brunt-Vaisala frequency ; contours are overlaid with interval

0.001s−1 and negative values are blanked. On panels c-h, summer periods are indicated by light

red shades, winter by a light blue shade.
–14–
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The same numerical set-up with a finer 1km horizontal resolution (run 1K100-1H367

in Table 1) shows a net contrast with the previous coarser simulation. This simulation368

has a 1km horizontal grid size and 100 levels with same stretching parameters giving ver-369

tical grid steps close to 3m in the upper 200m. A summer ’inverse’ eddy surface tem-370

perature is clearly retrieved with 1-hour frequency heat and momentum forcing. As shown371

in Fig.5 in this configuration, a clear anticyclonic cold-core SST signature is observed372

in summer (Fig.5a), switching back to a winter warm-core SST the next winter (Fig.5b)373

and appearing again in the second summer (Fig.5c). This anticyclone surface seasonal374

oscillation can clearly be tracked by δT (Fig.5f). δT reached about −0.2°C in the both375

summers (see Table 1) with spikes of δT ≈ −0.5°C and maximal value around +0.4°C376

in winter. Considering anticyclonic cold-core signatures statistics in the Mediterranean377

Sea ( (Moschos et al., 2022) in particular their Fig.5b) δT ≈ −0.2°C is a low but stan-378

dard value, anticyclone SST anomalies typically not being colder than −0.5°C. This cold-379

core summer signature goes along with a mixing increase in the upper layers at the eddy380

core, measured by a diffusivity in summer more than twice as high inside the eddy core381

as outside. Sensibility of the ξ indicator is shown on Fig.5h, with ξ averaged over the382

upper 20m or 50m, the first case leading to ξ values higher than 4 in summer despite some383

variability. This enhanced mixing seems to be confined in the upper layers, as ξ decreases384

to approximately 1 as soon as the mixed layer deepens, but it increases again to simi-385

lar values during the second summer.386

At depth the maximal mixed layer anomaly reaches about 50m (Fig.5h), very close387

to the value of the simulation at 4km resolution. However the vertical structure is bet-388

ter reproduced at 1km, and in particular between 100 and 150m deep the 5×10−3s−1389

stratification isoline closes in December, 4 months later than in the 4km simulation (in390

August, see Fig.4i). This means that homogeneous waters formed at depth in the first391

winter restratify more slowly. Eddy decay in time is also slower on maximal speed : af-392

ter 2 years the anticyclone velocity is about 0.3m.s−1 with 1km resolution compared to393

0.15m.s−1 with 4km (Fig.4e). Sharp density gradients are smoothed in a coarser sim-394

ulation, leading to unrealistic temporal evolution of the anticyclones vertical structure.395

Surface (SST) or depth-integrated (maximal geostrophic speed) measurements are then396

not accurately reproduced at a spatial resolution of 4km.397
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Figure 5. Simulation 1K100-1H from Table1. Same as in Fig.4 but with a 1km horizontal

resolution.

An experimental series with the same numerical set-up is performed, increasing hor-398

izontal resolution from 4km to 500m (runs 1K100-1H, 2K50-1H, 4K25-1H, 05K150-1H)399

and vertical resolution accordingly. The horizontal to vertical resolution ratio is kept close400

to the Brunt-Vaisala to inertial frequencies ratio. It reveal that summer anticyclonic cold-401
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core signature δT and differential mixing ξ both continuously increase when decreasing402

the grid cell (see Fig.6c). Summer eddy SST inversions are then consistently correlated403

with an increased mixing. In addition a convergence behavior is observed for mixing at404

1km with 100 levels to ξ ≈ 3, as no further mixing is obtained increasing the resolu-405

tion to 500m and 150 levels. Differential mixing appearing at 1km resolution implies that406

small scale processes, smaller than the eddy size are at stake. 1km horizontal resolution407

with a baroclinic first deformation radius around 11km entails that deformation radius408

to be explicitly resolved, which is not entirely effective for resolution of 2km or larger,409

similarly to other numerical studies (Marchesiello et al., 2011; Soufflet et al., 2016). On410

the other hand in winter very similar δT are retrieved at all resolution, with a maximum411

around +0.4°C (Fig.6a) and similar THFF suggesting that winter thermal loss is less af-412

fected by horizontal resolution. THFF slightly decreases for lower resolution, likely due413

to smoothing effect of strong SST patterns.414

Figure 6. (a) δT and (b) ξ timeseries for experiments 1K100-1H, 2K50-1H, 4K25-1H, 05K150-

1H listed in Tab.1 with SST retroaction on air-sea fluxes and varying horizontal resolution fre-

quency. 2-days Gaussian smoothing is applied and summer periods are shaded in light red, winter

in light blue. Due to computer memory issues, the first transient winter at 500m resolution was

not recorded. (c) Summer-averaged eddy-induced SST anomalies (δT ) and mixing ratio (ξ), with

stars for the first summer and diamonds for the second one. Errorbars are ξ spread (30th per-

centile) over the same period.

For the eddy-induced mixed layer anomaly, similar values are obtained from 4km415

to 1km resolution (∆MLD ≈ 50m), but a larger ∆MLD = 91m is retrieved at 500m416

resolution. This effect could be due to the partial resolution of sub-mesoscale processes417
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such as mixed layer instabilities (Boccaletti et al., 2007; Capet et al., 2008). Maximal418

background mixed layer deepens when resolution gets finer down to 1km resolution (see419

Fig.4g and 5g), in consistence with previous experiments (Couvelard et al., 2015). At420

500m resolution, a closer look at the MLD evolution inside- and outside-eddy shows that421

the outside-eddy MLD restratified earlier in run 05K150-1H (in March) than in run 1K100-422

1H (in April) due to restratification beginning at submesoscale with mixed layer insta-423

bilities (Fig.7b). But in both cases inside-eddy MLD reached the same depth (193m, see424

Fig.7e-f). This suggests that maximal mixed layer inside-eddy indeed reached a max-425

imum driven by air-sea cooling, while restratification outside-eddy occurred too late in426

run 1K100-1H because vertical buoyancy fluxes are too weak (Capet et al., 2008). Com-427

pared to Mediterranean MLD climatology, a restratification in April is indeed quite late428

(Houpert et al., 2015).429
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Figure 7. (a) SST with anticyclones and cyclones as in Fig.4 (the initial anticyclone has

thicker contour) in 05K150-1H simulation. (b) MLD in 05K150-1H. (c) and (d) : same as (a) and

(b) but in 1K100-1H simulation. (e) MLD time series inside-anticyclone (green) and outside-eddy

(black) for the 05K150-1H simulation, a red dashed line indicates the time step shown in panels

(a)-(d). Due to memory issues, the first transient winter was not recorded. (f) Same as (e) in

1K100-1H simulation.

Mixing patterns over the vertical in the 1km resolution simulation are also consis-430

tent with observations. Anticyclones were recently observed to enhance mixing at depth431

through the propagation of trapped near-inertial internal waves in their core. In stud-432

ies from Mart́ınez-Marrero et al. (2019) and Fernández-Castro et al. (2020), in situ mea-433

surements revealed lower dissipation rate ε in anticyclonic homogeneous core than in the434

neighboring background, and enhanced ε below at depth. In our numerical experiments,435

both diffusivity κ (Fig.8c) and dissipation rate ε (Fig.8e) match this feature, with en-436

hanced mixing in summer below the anticyclone, up to one order of magnitude larger437
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from 200 to 300m depth. The anticyclone subsurface core revealed by thick isopycnal438

displacement on Fig.8e, also shows locally reduced ε between 100 and 200m. Fig.8e is439

then a striking reproduction of dissipation rate section obtained by Fernández-Castro440

et al. (2020) (see in particular their Fig.5f). However those in situ measurements could441

not compare outside- and inside-eddy mixing close to the surface, because the value range442

for ε would be too large with surface processes a lot more powerful than deep ocean ones.443

Numerical simulation enables to reveal that anticyclones also enhance mixing in near sur-444

face, with higher ε and κ just above the homogeneous core, in the upper 50 meters. The445

differential mixing ratio ξ previously shown in anticyclone time series then accurately446

measures a surface-enhanced mixing.447

The seasonal cycle of eddy SST signature is then effectively reproduced at 1km hor-448

izontal resolution, close to observed value for the example shown above (Fig.3e). eddy449

SST seasonal shift correlates with increased mixing at the anticyclone core, in consis-450

tence with Moschos et al. (2022) hypothesis. This differential mixing is absent at 4km,451

but appears through k − ε mixing parametrization and converges at 1km resolution.452

Figure 8. Snapshot at t = 243 d for the 1K100-1H simulation (see Fig.5). (a) Wind speed

(blue line) and Qtot (red lines) timeseries. (b) SST and (d) surface vorticity normalized by f with

eddy detections as in Fig.4 (initial anticyclone has a thicker contour). (c) κ and (e) ε vertical

sections in the upper 300m with logarithmic color scales, in both case the colorbar lower bound is

the minimal possible value (see Sect.2.1). Isopycnals are added in black lines.

3.2 Forcing frequency sensitivity453

Sensitivity of the eddy SST signature δT and differential mixing ξ to forcing tem-454

poral resolution is investigated by progressively removing high frequencies from the at-455

mospheric inputs. These experiences are summarized as 1K100-1D to 1K100-1W in Ta-456
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ble 1, using 1-day, 3-days and 1-week atmospheric timeseries respectively. δT and dif-457

ferential mixing ξ timeseries for these experiments are shown in Fig.9a-b. Significantly458

cold SST signatures (δT . −0.2°C) are obtained together with strong mixing (ξ ≈ 3)459

for 1-hour and 1-day frequency, but no significant differential mixing is retrieved (1 <460

ξ < 1.5) for all lower forcing frequencies (Fig.9c). This threshold behavior is a strong461

result and shows that spontaneous appearance of differential mixing is driven by small462

scale and high frequency features. With a Coriolis parameter f = 9.0 × 10−5s−1 =463

1.24cpd, the inertial period is about 19h, the 1-day forcing can then partly trigger near-464

inertial waves.465

The relationship between δT and ξ is however less clear than for the resolution sen-466

sitivity analysis (Fig.6). No differential mixing is observed for forcing frequencies lower467

than 1 day, but summer cold-core signatures are still found (δT & 0.1°C, see Table1),468

even for the 1-week forcing. δT timeseries clearly show for all frequencies a marked sea-469

sonal signal (Fig.6a). In particular a significant warm winter signature is always observed,470

with stable maximal value at δT ≈ +0.4°C. In the same context a surprising result is471

the summer averaged δT being colder on average at 1-day than 1-hour forcing, despite472

similar differential mixing. Temporal evolution of eddy SST anomalies reveals this ef-473

fect to be caused by a larger oscillation of the eddy surface signature (Fig.9a) about ±0.2°C,474

hence larger errorbars at 1-day on Fig.9c. This suggests that other mechanisms not trig-475

gered by high frequency winds also contribute to the eddy SST seasonal cycle. If no dif-476

ferential vertical mixing is observed but if seasonal variations of the anticyclone SST (and477

hence surface density) is found, one can only hypothesize the role of lateral exchanges.478

Despite some tries, we were unsuccessful in quantifying eddy lateral exchanges follow-479

ing a varying Rm(t) contour. No particular asymmetric wave modes was observed on SST480

snapshots, discarding the hypothesis of vortex Rossby waves (Guinn & Schubert, 1993;481

Montgomery & Kallenbach, 1997).482
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Figure 9. (a) δT and (b) ξ timeseries for experiments 1K100-1H, 1K100-1D, 1K100-3D and

1K100-1W listed in Tab.1 with SST retroaction on air-sea fluxes and varying forcing frequency.

2-days Gaussian smoothing is applied, summer periods are shaded in light red, winter in light

blue. (c) Summer-averaged eddy-induced SST anomalies (δT ) and mixing ratio (ξ), with stars for

the first summer and diamonds for the second one.

Near-inertial internal waves are investigated using Fourier transforms on vertical483

speed anomalies in run 1K100-1H. We focus on a single vertical level at 20m in near-surface484

where the enhanced mixing occurs (see Fig.8c). Transforms are computed only in the485

second summer (590 to 700 simulated days) with a 1-hour sampling frequency. Follow-486

ing Babiano et al. (1987), inside-eddy spectrum is performed keeping only the inside-eddy487

area (around the eddy center with radius 2/3Rm(t)) and the remaining area is set to 0488

before performing the Fourier transform. Similarly outside-eddy spectrum is performed489

blanking all value inside any eddy contours. The results clearly show a differential ef-490

fect inside-eddy vertical kinetic energy density revealing a second powerful peak at the491

effective inertial frequency fe = f + ζ/2 ≈ 1.0cpd, lower than the inertia frequency492

(Fig.10a). Outside-eddy spectrum (Fig.10b) shows only one peak at the inertial frequency,493

and internal waves cannot propagate at lower frequencies due to the f -cut-off (Garrett494

& Munk, 1972). Normalizing by the investigated area, total vertical kinetic energy per495

unit surface is indeed higher inside the anticyclone (4.19×10−14m2.s−2/m2) than outside-496

eddy (1.64×10−14m2.s−2/m2) due to these powerful subinertial internal waves. An as-497

sumption of this method is however to assume that both inside- and outside-eddy ar-498

eas roughly keep the same area, which is verified. This result is consistent with (Kunze,499

1985) theory and recent numerical works (Danioux et al., 2015; Asselin & Young, 2020)500

subinertial waves (ω . f) can be trapped in the anticyclone due to the locally lower501

absolute vorticity, and enhance mixing while breaking as proposed by Fernández-Castro502

et al. (2020).503
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Figure 10. (a) Inside-eddy and (b) outside-eddy vertical kinetic energy density spectrum at

20m depth. For comparison, spectrum are normalized by the area of interest. Analysis performed

on simulation 1K100-1H with 1-hour sampling. Normal (respectively effective) inertial frequencies

f = 1.24cpd (fe ≈ 1.0cpd) are highlighted by a white dashed (dotted) line.

3.3 Air-sea fluxes sensitivity504

Sensitivity of the anticyclone temporal evolution to air-sea fluxes components is505

further investigated. A 1km resolution simulation experiment is run similarly as the 1K100-506

1H simulation without applying SST retroaction on air-sea fluxes (see Sect.2.3, run 1K100-507

1H-NoSST in Table 1). Although quite unrealistic, this experiment enables to check if508

the eddy SST anomaly seasonal shift and differential mixing observed in previous sim-509

ulations are triggered by air-sea fluxes retroaction. Time series for SST reveals that eddy510

SST anomalies seasonal oscillation is retrieved without SST retroaction (Fig.11a-c), and511

summer cold-core signatures are even stronger : δT ≈ −0.8°C the first summer and ≈512

−0.8°C the second one (Fig.11f). Simultaneously, differential mixing reaches ξ ≈ 3, ap-513

proximately the same value as run 1K100-1H (Fig.11h). This confirms that differential514

eddy mixing triggering the eddy SST variations is not linked to air-sea fluxes retroac-515

tion. However this feedback can modulate and dampen the δT seasonal cycle leading to516

reduced anomalies.517
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Figure 11. Simulation 1K100-1H-NoSST from Table 1. Same as in Fig.4 but without SST

retroaction on air-sea fluxes. Discontinuities in Rmax and Vmax in panel (e) are due to the anti-

cyclone crossing twice the grid borders.

SST retroaction acting as a negative feedback on SST anomalies can be analyti-518

cally expected as linear. The derivative of each heat component with respect to Ts is in-519

deed approximately constant (Ts being in Kelvin in Eq.13). Transfer coefficients CE and520

CS are indeed much more dependent on wind speed than on temperature, varying roughly521

about 0.2 with a Ts change of 1K. The most sensitive case is a low air-sea temperature522

difference with weak wind, in which the boundary layer can switch from stable to un-523

stable conditions (see for instance Fig.A1b from Pettenuzzo et al. (2010)). Assuming CE524

and CS are roughly constant with respect to temperature one gets :525

∂Q↑LW
∂Ts

= −4εsbσsbT
3
s ≈ −6W.m−2.K−1 (13)
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∂QLat
∂Ts

≈ −ρaLECE |V |0.610

PSL

dPsat
dTs

≈ −3× 101W.m−2.K−1 (14)

∂QSen
∂Ts

= −ρacpCS |V | ≈ −1× 101W.m−2.K−1 (15)

Altogether a thermal feedback on the order of dQtot

dTs
≈ −4 × 101W.m−2.K−1 is526

then expected, mostly driven by latent heat flux. THFF in Table 1 is computed only on527

the whole simulated year (from 365 to 730 days) and a value of ≈ −40W.m−2.K−1 is528

retrieved with a simple SST retroaction, in consistence with Eq.13 to 15. This value is529

relatively constant in our simulations, slightly decreasing for coarser resolution and lower530

forcing frequencies (see Table 1). ∂CE/∂Ts and ∂CS/∂Ts being also positive, taking this531

into account in Eq.14 leads to a even higher THFF estimate. THFF for the 1K100-1H532

simulation, defined here as δQ as a function of δT is shown in Fig.12. The obtained ther-533

mal feedback is consistent with previous estimates in coupled climate model : Ma et al.534

(2016) found a higher THFF ranging between 40 and 56W.m−2.K−1 but in the specific535

area of very warm eddies of the Kuroshio extension region. Moreton et al. (2021) found536

THFF ranging between 35 and 45W.m−2.K−1 over mesoscale eddies. They however used537

a composite approach in a model coupled with atmosphere and maximal oceanic reso-538

lution of 1/12°, for effective radius about 40km. A coupled atmosphere layer is expected539

to further dampen the total THFF, taking into account other feedbacks than SST, in540

particular evaporation. Humidity is expected to increase over warm eddy, consequently541

decreasing the latent heat flux driving evaporation, whereas we applied a uniform h2m542

field. Similar THFF in our simulations compared to coupled ocean-atmosphere models543

suggests that our results would not change significantly with more complex heat flux retroac-544

tion.545

Figure 12. Thermal heat flux feedback in run 1K100-1H on the 2nd simulated year, with

linear regression as dashed black line, δQ and δT are from Fig.5f. Regression coefficient and pa-

rameters are indicated in the legend.
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Without SST retroaction on air-sea fluxes, the most important difference from run546

1K100-1H is the MLD anomaly variations. Outside-eddy, mixed layer evolution is very547

similar in runs 1K100-1H and 1K100-1H-NoSST reaching about 100m at its winter max-548

imum, but the eddy MLD anomaly is an order of magnitude smaller (∆MLD = 10m,549

see Fig.11h). With no THFF, the MLD deepens at the same rate outside- and inside-550

eddy. Winter MLD deepening can be computed estimating the thermal loss ∆T , assum-551

ing a linear thermal linear stratification ∂zT :552

MLD =
∆T

∂zT
(16)

The thermal loss is the integration of the heat flux over winter duration D. Assum-553

ing stratification is at first order the same outside- and inside-eddy, MLD anomaly is then554

driven by heat flux lateral gradients :555

∆MLD =
D

ρ0cp∂zT
δQ (17)

In the 1K100-1H with SST retroaction on air-sea fluxes, δQ is positive in winter556

reaching about +15W.m−2 over 4 months. This leads to an estimate ∆MLD ≈ 2 ×557

101m. This estimate should then be the eddy MLD anomaly contribution from THFF558

alone, but a lot higher difference is obtained between run 1K100-1H and 1K100-1H-NoSST.559

The main assumption in Eq.17 is that ∂zT is roughly the same inside- and outside-eddy.560

This is true in the upper layers where stratification is mostly the seasonal thermocline561

(see isopycnals in Fig.8c-d). At depth lower than 100m however, the anticyclone consti-562

tutes a more homogenized layer and this assumption should not hold as MLD should deepen563

faster inside-eddy, even with no SST retroaction. The very low ∆MLD found with no564

THFF then suggests that thermal feedback may also impact inside-eddy stratification.565

An example of inside-eddy MLD faster deepening is shown in Fig.3g : the MLD connects566

in February 2018 with the layer homogenized the previous winter and reaching quickly567

about 300m. Such mixed layer deepening acceleration is partly retrieved in run 1K100-568

1H around 500 days, with a MLD jump of about 30m (Fig.5g) inside-eddy but only about569

10m outside-eddy. This coincides with the mixing of the subsurface homogenized layer570

formed in the first winter, despite diffusion (stratification isolines progressively closing,571

Fig. 5i) as discussed earlier.572

∆MLD is however still relatively weak compared to the 200 to 300m MLD anoma-573

lies observed in Mediterranean anticyclones (Barboni, Coadou-Chaventon, et al., 2023).574

Two main hypotheses can be proposed, the first being that some interannual variabil-575

ity is needed. The second hypothesis is that layers homogenized by winter MLD progres-576

sively restratify at depth in summer due to numerical diffusion. MLD in the following577

winter will then have to break this numerical stratification. This second hypothesis en-578

tails that the vertical grid is not enough refined yet to correctly preserve homogenized579

layers from one winter to another. From the comparison between runs 1K100-1H and580

1K100-1H-NoSST shows that SST retroaction on air-sea fluxes is necessary to obtained581

eddy MLD anomalies, but quantitative description deserves further research and ∆MLD582

is not only driven by fluxes gradients at the eddy scale.583

Conclusions584

Idealized numerical experiment at high horizontal resolution and high frequency585

atmospheric forcing are able to qualitatively and quantitatively retrieve SST signature586

seasonal cycle for a mesoscale anticyclone. Starting from a surface intensified mesoscale587

anticyclone at Ro ≈ 0.16, seasonal oscillations of the eddy SST anomalies are recov-588

ered with an 1km resolution, hourly atmospheric forcing and SST retroaction on air-sea589
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fluxes. Retrieved eddy anomalies are a warm winter SST feature at δT ≈ +0.5°C and590

a cold summer SST at δT ≈ −0.2°C, in consistence with in situ observations. The shift591

from warm winter SST signature to summer cold one is partly explained by an increased592

vertical mixing in the anticyclone upper layers. This differential mixing is due to higher593

NIW energy propagation well captured through the κ− ε mixing parametrization.594

A sensitivity analysis reveals that this differential mixing depends on the grid res-595

olution. Model diffusivity near the surface is then consistently 3 times higher in sum-596

mer inside-eddy than outside for horizontal resolution of 1km or smaller. This resolu-597

tion corresponds to an explicitly resolved first baroclinic deformation radius. Sensitiv-598

ity to the forcing frequency is investigated by progressively removing high frequencies599

from the atmospheric input fields. A threshold behavior is observed when forcing fre-600

quency is lower than a day, then differential mixing dramatically vanishes with no sig-601

nificant summer cold-core anticyclonic SST. Vertical kinetic energy signing internal wave602

propagation indeed reveals a second powerful peak at ω = 1.0cpd inside the anticyclone603

in near-surface, corresponding to the effective inertial frequency and responding to high604

frequency forcing. This peak is absent outside-eddy because the cut-off inertia frequency605

f = 1.24cpd is higher. Such an analysis suggests a significant impact of the eddy vor-606

ticity as cut-off frequency in allowing or not the selective NIW propagation. Weaker eddy607

SST seasonal oscillations are also retrieved in the absence of high frequently forcing and608

consequently without differential mixing (3-days and 1-week experiments). This high-609

lights that other contributions might participate to these eddy SST signatures, in par-610

ticular lateral exchanges. A new question for future research opened by this eddy-modulated611

mixing is how it depends on the eddy vorticity and size.612

SST retroaction on air-sea fluxes is not found to be responsible of eddy SST sig-613

natures seasonal shift, as the seasonal oscillation is retrieved with and without air-sea614

fluxes parametrization. However this retroaction is logically found to dampen the SST615

anomalies, and then reduces eddy anomalies magnitude in both summer and winter. The616

average thermal heat flux feedback of our mesoscale anticyclone is approximately 40W.m−2.K−1,617

in consistence with analytical derivation and previous studies.618

Significant eddy-induced mixed layer anomaly ∆MLD ≈ 50m are found at 1km619

horizontal resolution, only in the presence of SST retroaction on fluxes. Linear MLD anomaly620

analysis suggests that the thermal feedback is only responsible for about half of the MLD621

anomaly. Further analysis should then investigate how SST retroaction impacts inside-622

eddy stratification. MLD anomalies do not completely converge at 1km as larger anoma-623

lies are obtained with a 500m resolution due to restratification beginning outside-eddy624

driven by submesoscale instabilities, despite similar maximal mixed-layer at the anticy-625

clone core. No restratification delay is clearly observed, but it could occur at even higher626

resolution inside the anticyclone because the balanced density gradients inhibits mixed627

layer instabilities there. This hypothesis is consistent with observations (Barboni, Coadou-628

Chaventon, et al., 2023) but would deserve more investigation in the future. This result629

is also important as the mixed layer is a significant driver of atmospheric and bio-geochemical630

exchanges, and the explicit resolution of submesoscale processes might be needed to ac-631

curately reproduce their interaction with eddies (Capet et al., 2008; Lévy et al., 2018).632

An important result is still that significant ∆MLD is retrieved only when SST exerts633

a retroaction on air-sea fluxes, but the quantitative description of its evolution would de-634

serve more analysis.635

This is the first time that subinertial waves concentration in anticyclones is linked636

to an increased mixing in near surface, spontaneously retrieved through the k−ε mix-637

ing closure. Mixing modulation by eddies suggests a strong scale interactions between638

subinertial internal waves (ω . f) and the mesoscale (ω � f). Differential mixing trig-639

gered by high frequency winds is an important result highlighting the need of both fine640

resolution and atmospheric forcing at sufficiently high frequency to correctly reproduce641

mesoscale eddies evolution. At present stage, global operational models do not have the642
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spatial resolution to capture these phenomena. According to this study, 1/120 °resolution643

with 100 vertical levels would then be necessary to reproduce accurately mesoscale tem-644

poral evolution.645
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